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Abstract 
Ultrashort light pulses allow real-time observation and direct control of non-equilibrium 
dynamics in low-dimensional systems to explore many-body physics that could be harnessed to 
design novel optoelectronic devices. As an emerging two-dimensional (2D) material, pentagonal 
palladium diselenide (PdSe2) possesses unconventionally high air stability, making it a promising 
candidate for next-generation electronic and photonic devices. It is therefore desirable to 
understand its optical properties on ultrashort timescales and in a broad probe energy range. Here 
we report on the use of 35 fs laser pulses to coherently drive and visualize the ultrafast dynamics 
of excited carriers, excitons, and phonons in few-layer PdSe2 based on broadband transient 
absorption spectroscopy spanning from the visible to the near-infrared (0.9–2.7 eV). At high 
carrier densities, we observe a dramatic energy redshift of the main exciton transition of over 180 
meV, indicating the presence of a giant bandgap renormalization which we attribute to strong 
screening provided by the photoexcited carriers. Additionally, we simultaneously visualize in real 
time two types of atomic oscillations, triggered by the ultrashort light pulses, that couple 
preferentially to different types of electronic excitations: the intralayer (4.3 THz) coherent atomic 
motions to carriers and the interlayer (0.35 THz) motions to excitons. Combining Raman 
spectroscopy with first principles calculations, we identify the interplay between atomic vibrations 
and charge distribution as the microscopic mechanism driving these coherent interactions. Our 
findings provide direct insight and control into the many-body physics and non-equilibrium 
properties of free carriers, excitons, and phonons simultaneously, and therefore open new routes 
to concurrently manipulate electronic, optical, and vibrational properties of functional materials 
on the femtosecond timescale. 
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Introduction 
Quasiparticle excitations, including excitons and phonons, play dominant roles in 
determining the electronic and optical properties of semiconductors. Time-dependent optical 
driving with ultrafast laser pulses provides a strategy to generate non-equilibrium states of matter 
and manipulate the physical properties of materials at the microscopic level over ultrashort time 
scales1–3. Low-dimensional materials provide a fertile playground to explore many-body non-
equilibrium phenomena due to features such as reduced screening. For example, using coherent 
light-matter interactions in a time-resolved manner, many fascinating phenomena have been 
observed in atomically thin transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)4, including carrier and 
phonon dynamics5–7, valley-selective optical properties8, and quantum interference9. Additionally, 
photoexcitation can be used to probe multiple excitations simultaneously, for example it can drive 
the formation of tightly bound electron–hole pairs, known as excitons, or stimulate coherent 
vibrational wave packets on ultrashort time scales10–12. The flexibility provided by time-domain 
investigations of quantized vibrational modes, or phonons, and their coupling to carriers and 
excitons in 2D materials, is of fundamental importance for understanding physical properties 
ranging from mobility to superconductivity, but remains largely unexplored. 
The most commonly studied layered TMDs, including MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2, are 
semiconductors with a hexagonal lattice structure. Recently, pentagonal 2D materials have 
emerged as a new class of 2D materials with unique electrical and optical properties predicted by 
theoretical calculations13. Palladium diselenide (PdSe2) is one such semiconducting TMDs, 
consisting of palladium and selenium atoms arranged in a Cairo pentagonal tiling pattern. Distinct 
from many other 2D materials, PdSe2 is remarkably stable in air and possesses attractive physical 
properties such as a high carrier mobility, a negative Poisson’s ratio, and pressure-induced 
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superconductivity14–16. In addition, PdSe2 is expected to possess abnormally strong interlayer 
coupling beyond the typical van-der-Waals forces found in layered materials, because its d2sp3 
hybridization between the pz band of Se and the d band of Pd is stronger than in other TMDs with 
d4sp hybridization17. Therefore, PdSe2 offers an excellent platform to explore light-driven non-
equilibrium many-body interactions in low-dimensional systems with great potential for 
application in functional devices. 
Here we report the first experimental and theoretical investigation of light-driven coherent 
phenomena of excited carriers, excitons and phonons in pentagonal 2D materials over a broad 
spectral range spanning from the visible to the near-infrared. Upon intense light excitation, we 
observe a dramatic redshift of the A exciton transition by over 180 meV and establish the dominant 
role of screening provided by photoexcited carriers in the giant renormalization of the absorption 
peak. In addition, we demonstrate that ultrashort light pulses can coherently drive an instantaneous 
response of both intralayer and interlayer lattice motions, with extremely strong and selective 
interactions with electrons and excitons, respectively. The simultaneous interplay of carriers, 
excitons, and phonons provides a comprehensive view of the non-equilibrium quasiparticle 
dynamics and many-body interactions in 2D materials. 
The wafer-scale PdSe2 sample was first synthesized on a quartz substrate using the chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD) technique with high-purity PdCl2 and Se under vacuum conditions (see 
Supplementary Note 1). The top and side view of the crystal structure of PdSe2 is shown in Fig. 
1a, exhibiting a puckered pentagonal structure with an orthorhombic lattice. The high quality of 
the sample was confirmed by detailed characterizations. The nanoscale surface topographic image 
is shown in Fig. 1b and the height profile of the sample is shown in Fig. 1c with a measured average 
thickness of ~2.9 nm. The height corresponds to eight layers according to an interlayer distance of 
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~0.39 nm in PdSe2. According to the AFM images, the height is very uniform over the whole 
sample, implying uniformity of thickness and further confirming the sample quality. The chemical 
and stoichiometric characteristics were probed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), as 
shown in Fig. 1d,e. More detailed characterizations can be found in Supplementary Notes 1−4. 
Figure 1f shows the calculated electronic structure of PdSe2 with an indirect bandgap of 1.1 eV 
using many-body perturbation theory (See Supplementary Note 5 for computational details). 
Figure 1g presents the ground-state absorption spectra of the PdSe2 sample measured by UV-Vis-
NIR Spectrophotometer (Agilent Cary 5000). The indirect bandgap is estimated to be 1.1 eV 
through a linear extrapolation Tauc plot (Supplementary Note 6). The spectrum features a 
pronounced A-exciton transition resonance near 2.23 eV, corresponding to the strong optical 
transition between the parallel bands in Fig. 1f. The calculated exciton peak at 2.31 eV is in 
reasonable agreement with the measurement. 
To gain insight into many-body effects, we coherently drive and real-time record the small 
light-induced changes in probe absorbance in PdSe2 based on broadband transient absorption 
spectroscopy (See Supplementary Note 7 for details). The sample was excited by 35 fs pulses 
centered at a photon energy of 3.4 eV and with a pump fluence set to 160 μJ/cm-2, corresponding 
to a maximum estimated injected electron-hole pair density of ~1.3×1013 cm-2 (Supplementary 
Note 8). The measured absorption contrast ΔA signal is mostly determined by the imaginary part 
of the dielectric function. A pronounced optical bleaching signal (PB, negative ΔA) is observed 
when the probe energy is near the A excitonic transition resonance, which could be attributed to 
population-induced phase-space filling effects arising from Pauli blocking. Interestingly, the 
variation of the optical response appears immediately after photoexcitation and subsequently the 
sample exhibits a distinct transient optical response at different time delays (Fig. 2a). Figure 2b 
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shows the energy shift (ΔE) of the A absorption peak as a function of pump-probe time delay. 
Initially, we observe a strong modification of the A peak with a dramatic energy redshift of over 
180 meV. The large magnitude of this carrier-induced energy redshift, compared to those in 
conventional semiconducting quantum well systems or 2D materials such as GaAs quantum well 
(~0.2 meV)18, MoS2 (~20 meV)19, WSe2 (45 meV)20, WS2 (73 meV; ~500 meV)3, 21, and black 
phosphorus (55 meV)22, indicates strong many body interactions in few-layer pentagonal PdSe2. 
The microscopic mechanism behind the energy shift results from the competition between the 
quasiparticle bandgap (Eg) shrinkage and the exciton binding energy (Eb) reduction in the presence 
of strong carrier screening. Optical excitation above the A exciton resonance generates an 
abundance of free charge carriers at the very beginning that precedes A exciton formation. At such 
high excitation densities, photoexcited carriers strongly screen Coulomb interactions1. Such 
carrier-induced screening leads to a giant bandgap renormalization by reducing both Eg and Eb23: 
the screening of the repulsive Coulomb interaction between electrons reduces Eg, whereas the 
screening of the attractive Coulomb interaction between electron-hole pairs reduces Eb. To 
calculate the reduction of Eg and Eb at strong screening, we use a screened Coulomb potential with 
different screening lengths to mimic the weak and strong screening regimes (Supplementary Note 
9). As shown in Fig. 2c, under strong screening conditions, Eg decreases much faster than Eb, and 
as a consequence the exciton resonance energy Eopt = Eg − Eb redshifts, which is consistent with 
our experimental data. For strong screening, even in the extreme condition of Mott density24 when 
no excitons can form (Eb = 0), the band gap shrinkage is already large enough to induce a redshift. 
Our experimental and theoretical results indicate that the presence of strong screening due to 
excess photoexcited carriers plays a crucial role in the renormalization of the quasiparticle bandgap. 
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The redshift only lasts a few picoseconds as carriers interact with themselves and with phonons. 
Carriers at strong screening have much shorter electron-electron lifetimes than those at weak 
screening, as shown in Fig. 2d. The calculated electron-electron lifetime of 10-80 fs is consistent 
with our measurements (Fig. 2b), considering that in the experiment the carrier lifetime is also 
limited by electron-phonon interactions and exciton formation which are not included in our 
lifetime calculations. The bandgap renormalization weakens quickly as hot carriers decay on the 
femtosecond timescale, driven by a simultaneous interplay of the scattering mechanisms 
mentioned above25, 26. After 10 ps, the bandgap renormalization completely disappears when the 
carrier density is below a density threshold27. 
In addition to the pump-induced exciton resonance redshift, we achieve an ultrafast periodic 
modulation of the optical and electronic properties of PdSe2. A plot of the temporal evolution of 
the absorption contrast ΔA over broad probe photon energies exhibits two regimes. The first 
regime is over femtosecond timescales (Fig. 3a,b), showing that the optical response has a strong 
modulation of the differential absorption ΔA signal initiated by the ultrashort laser. The observed 
modulation period is about 230 fs, corresponding to a frequency of 4.3 THz. As shown in Fig. 3c, 
the frequency of the oscillations can be further confirmed from the Fourier transform (FT) of the 
oscillatory component probed at 1.71 eV, showing one strong peak with a modulation frequency 
of 4.3 THz. 
Analogous to the time-domain visualization of the coherent vibrations on the femtosecond 
timescale, a second regime emerges on longer timescales, also exhibiting an exceptionally strong 
periodic modulation (with oscillation amplitude of few mOD) of the differential contrast signal 
ΔA (Fig. 3d,e). The modulation feature weakens as we tune the probe photon energies into the 
near-infrared band. All the kinetic curves can be accurately fitted to a bi-exponential relaxation 
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model convoluted with an instrumental response function (Supplementary Note 7). Figure 3f 
demonstrates the best-fit τ1 and τ2 as a function of probe photon energy. The fast component τ1 
can be due to extrinsic non-radiative energy channels such as Auger-type processes and the cooling 
of hot carriers to the lattice, and the slow relaxation time τ2 can be attributed to the exciton lifetime 
and phonon scattering28. The oscillatory components of the time-resolved ΔA can be extracted by 
subtracting the bi-exponentially fitted population dynamics, as demonstrated in Supplementary 
Note 10. The vibrational coherence profiles are accurately fitted using an exponentially damped 
sinusoidal model ΔmOD(t, λ)=Ae-γtcos(ωt+φ), in which A is the initial amplitude, γ is the decay 
constant, φ is the phase angle (at t = 0), and ω is the angular frequency. The period is fitted to be 
2.86 ps, corresponding to coherent phonon oscillations at a frequency of 0.35 THz, which is 
different from the other strong peak in Fig. 3c. 
Having established the importance of two distinct oscillations at 4.3 THz and 0.35 THz, we 
next proceed to examine their microscopic features. Recent advances in realizing ultra-narrow 
optical filters have enabled the measurement of ultralow frequency (typically <60 cm-1) Raman 
modes, offering a highly sensitive probe of interlayer vibrations and couplings in two-dimensional 
layered materials29. We obtained the Raman spectra in both low-frequency and high-frequency 
regimes simultaneously with an excitation energy of 2.33 eV, close to the A exciton, as shown in 
Fig. 4a. The Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman spectra under parallel (HH) and cross (HV) polarization 
configurations are also shown in Supplementary Note 11. Due to the C2v symmetry of eight-layer 
PdSe2, only the A1 and A2 modes are observed under the backscattering configuration, and they 
can be attributed to the intralayer vibrations of PdSe2. Additionally, the interlayer layer-breathing 
(LB) and shear (S) modes at the ultralow-frequency region can also be distinguished, which exhibit 
vibrations perpendicular and parallel to the basal plane, respectively. Distinct from many other 2D 
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materials, the intensity of the LB modes in PdSe2 is unusually high and is comparable to that of 
the high-frequency intralayer vibrational modes, especially the peak at 12.5 cm-1 (0.35 THz), 
indicating strong coupling between the excitons and the LB modes in pentagonal PdSe2. In 
addition, the out-of-plane vibration at 144.6 cm-1  (4.3 THz) originating from the intralayer 
chemical bonds shows the strongest Raman intensity, implying its strong coupling to the electronic 
states. 
Coincident with the Raman results at 144.6 cm-1, we assign the periodic signal at 4.3 THz as 
the signature of coherent phonons with intralayer atomic vibrations within an individual PdSe2 
layer. A possible explanation is that the intralayer atomic motion can dynamically alter the 
interatomic electron cloud over femtosecond time scales, and therefore give rise to a transiently 
modified permittivity, making it detectable as a frequency modulated differential absorption 
contrast with our high time-resolvability spectroscopy. We also employed a broadband probe laser 
(from the visible to the near-infrared) to further examine this coherent optical response, finding 
that the in-phase intralayer atomic oscillation happens unambiguously in a broad energy range 
(Supplementary Note 12). However, in the vicinity of the exciton peak, the intensity modulation 
of ΔA is less obvious (Supplementary Note 13). With the intralayer (4.3 THz) coherent atomic 
motions coupling preferentially to carriers, they influence the strength of carrier-induced screening, 
driving the significant modulation effect in the exciton transition resonance observed in Fig. 2b 
and Supplementary Note 14. The observed coherent phonon oscillations at 0.35 THz can be 
assigned to the low-frequency LB8,7 mode originating from out-of-plane interlayer vibration and 
its coupling to electronic states, in good agreement with the strong Raman intensity of LB8,7 peak 
in Raman spectroscopy. This could be attributed to the modified permittivity based on the coherent 
modification of the electronic band structure. Previously, coherent phonon dynamics of low-
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dimensional materials related to interlayer LB modes have been observed in carbon nanotube10, 
WSe230, black phosphorus12, and PtSe231, while S modes have been observed in few-layer 
graphene11. Different from black phosphorus with a puckered honeycomb structure, the stronger 
coherent phonon oscillation of puckered pentagonal PdSe2 occurs not only in the PA band but also 
in the PB band within a broad spectrum coverage from visible to near-infrared, indicating the 
exceptional strong exciton–phonon and electron–phonon coupling in PdSe2. 
To confirm our picture of the phonon dynamics in PdSe2, we perform phonon and electron-
phonon coupling calculations using state-of-the-art first principles methods32. Figure 4b shows the 
calculated phonon dispersion of eight-layer PdSe2, showing this configuration to be dynamically 
stable. The phonon occupation number Nph was obtained from the Bose–Einstein distribution 
function at 300 K. The corresponding projected phonon density of states (PDOS) confirms that the 
higher frequencies around 4.3 THz (144.6 cm-1) are dominated by vibrations of Se atoms along 
both in-plane and out-of-plane directions, while the low-frequency modes below 1 THz (33.3 cm-
1) are dominated by out-of-plane vibrations of both Pd and Se atoms. The strength of electron-
phonon coupling is estimated using a frozen-phonon approach along the normal modes with 
frequencies around 4.3 and 0.35 THz at the Γ point. We find that there are two modes with much 
stronger coupling strength than their neighboring modes (Supplementary Note 15). As shown in 
Fig. 4c, the high-frequency intralayer mode at 4.30 THz significantly modulates the high-lying 
conduction bands around 3 eV. This is because the high-lying conduction bands come from the 
intralayer orbitals along the Pd-Se bonds, and only strong intralayer displacements can influence 
their wave function. Similar effects have also been observed for intralayer coherent phonons in 
MoS233. By contrast, the interlayer mode of 0.30 THz strongly couples with the highest valence 
bands. These bands, consisting mainly of the 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧2  orbitals of Pd and pz orbitals of Se, are the 
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dominant hole states in the formation of the A exciton. The 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧2 orbitals of Pd and pz orbitals of Se, 
oriented along the out-of-plane direction, are extremely sensitive to the interlayer breathing mode, 
which strongly couples to their charge distribution (Fig. 4d). The calculated electron-phonon 
dynamics are consistent with the observed ultrafast periodic modulation of both ΔA and ΔE in our 
broadband pump-probe experiments, in which the high energy carriers are more sensitive to the 
intralayer mode, while the A exciton is more sensitive to the interlayer mode. 
Overall, the observed high-frequency (4.3 THz) and low-frequency (0.35 THz) coherent 
phonon oscillations enable all-optical excitation-selective (free carrier vs. exciton) control of non-
equilibrium dynamics of 2D layered materials and provide guidance for designing light-driven 
nanoelectromechanical devices at the terahertz level. 
In summary, we investigate coherent optical phenomena of excited carriers, excitons and 
phonons in pentagonal PdSe2 using broadband transient absorption spectroscopy. In contrast to 
conventional semiconductors, we observe an unexpected giant bandgap renormalization with a 
dramatic energy redshift of the A exciton transition. With broadband probe and many body 
perturbation theory calculations, we reveal the dominant role of photoexcited carrier screening in 
the observed bandgap renormalization. With our high time-resolvability spectroscopy, we 
demonstrate that ultrashort light pulses can impulsively drive both intralayer (4.3 THz) and 
interlayer (0.35 THz) coherent phonon oscillations. The observed vibrational phenomena provide 
an intuitive picture for exciton–phonon and electron–phonon interactions in 2D layered materials, 
which is a complement by Raman spectroscopy with frequencies down to 5 cm-1. Our work also 
provides a possible route for the manipulation of the electronic states and optical properties of 2D 
materials by means of coherent light–matter interactions. 
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Figure 1. Steady-state characterizations of PdSe2. (a) Top and side views of PdSe2 in Cairo 
pentagonal tiling pattern with puckered structure. The Se and Pd atoms are shown in pale gold and 
blue, respectively. (b) Nanoscale surface topographic image of the as-synthesized PdSe2 on quartz 
substrate. The white scale bar is 3 μm. (c) Height profiles derived from the AFM image. High-
resolution XPS spectrum of (d) Se 3d and (e) Pd 3d. (f) Electronic band structure of eight-layer 
PdSe2 obtained from first-principles calculations. (f) Measured equilibrium absorption spectrum 
of the sample. The inset is the schematic illustration of pump-probe experiments.  
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Figure 2. Laser-induced bandgap renormalization of PdSe2. (a) Transient ΔmOD spectra of 
PdSe2 sample at different pump-probe time delays. The vertical dashed line represents the exciton 
transition energy of PdSe2. (b) Extracted exciton energy shift (ΔE) as a function of pump-probe 
time delay. (c) Schematic of the electronic band structure at weak and strong screening regimes. 
The overall ΔE results from an interplay between the quasiparticle bandgap (Eg) shrinkage and the 
exciton binding energy (Eb) reduction due to the presence of photoexcited carriers. (d) 
Quasiparticle lifetime under strong and weak screening conditions.
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Figure 3. Time-domain evolution of laser-excited PdSe2. (a) 3D transient absorption spectrum 
in terms of the optical density (mOD) as a function of time delay and probe photon energy. (b) 
Time-dependent dynamic process covering the probe spectrum from the visible to the near-infrared. 
(c) Fourier transform (FT) spectrum of the time-domain oscillations probed at 1.71 eV. (d) 3D
transient absorption spectrum in terms of the optical density (mOD) on longer timescales. (e) 
Time-dependent ΔA with different probe photon energies. (f) Fast decay time τ1 and exciton 
lifetime τ2 as a function of probe photon energy. The best-fit value is fitted using bi-exponential 
decay model with a criterion of minimum standard deviation of the residuals. 
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Figure 4. Lattice dynamics and electron-phonon coupling in PdSe2. (a) Raman spectra of 
CVD-grown PdSe2 sample under unpolarized, parallel (HH) and cross (HV) polarization 
configurations. (b) Calculated phonon dispersion spectrum of eight-layer PdSe2 as well as 
projected phonon density of states. Electronic structure modulated by (c) intralayer mode at 4.30 
THz and (d) interlayer mode at 0.30 THz. The inset shows the partial charge density of the 
electronic states that couple most strongly to the corresponding atomic displacements. 
